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After many years of creative, uncompromising journey I got to the point where the world of 180-degree reversed values pushed me into freeing my music. 
I have decided not to take part in the world's hypocrisy - the simulation that selling music there exists. I don't agree with omnipresent piracy.

As a creator and producer I can not agree with a thievery and charity for a composition I work through sometimes two months, 12 hours a day. 
Production of an album with ambitious music takes one year of creative explorations, following tech-news and thousands of dollars spent on gears, software and travels in looking for ethnic sounds. 

Wholesale packing of thousands of trashy songs on social networking websites and Youtube or adding bundles of songs for free to telecommunication services, 
without taking care about quality standards and respect for authors, denigrates all artists who are passionate and it discourages ambitious artists from creating notable works.

It causes degradation of music over the course of many generations. Hypocrisy of our times relies on not taking music seriously and degrading its value 
because the music just downloaded for free has been listened to by millions of teenagers on their headphones hundreds of dollars value they paid for. 
Though they can not imagine a single day without listening to the music, they will not abase themselves buying a CD album in a shop. That's not fair ! 

I am freeing my music also to protect its original sound quality I have been working on for the last eight years, repeatedly improving the sound. 
I would like to share with you my 24-year artistic output consisting of 157 compositions (in a few formats) and 8 videoclips 

- a few hundreds of dollars market value.  The freeing concerns only my music released until December 2013. 
Music means more to me than just digits. This is released divine energy which like a symbolic eagle circulates all over the world. 

Freeing music is my protest and a symbol of choosing freedom. This is also a way of sharing the most beautiful, vital energy of life ...

(You can open the archived ZIP content with an available software unzipping ZIP files)                               ... let music uplift you and inspire you  ...       - AINU - Przemysław Goc

• Licence •

  Music for private use only. Use for commercial purpose without prior written consent of the author is strictly prohibited. All rights reserved. 
- AINU - Music ( downloaded from website ainu.pl and ainu.net ) may be played by using your home and portable players for your personal use only ! 

- AINU - Musical compositions and Videoclips for non-commercial use only ! 
Use of - AINU - Music or VideoClips in full or in part or as an element of a new artistic work or selling electronic copies to third parties for financial or personal gain is strictly prohibited.

For example: You are not allowed to put - AINU - Music or Videoclips on any websites or embed in your own movies ( e.g. these placed on Youtube ). 
You can copy files with - AINU - music and keep them on your private hard drives and electronic devices and share it with your friends and acquaintances but for private use only, 

according to all terms of this Licence relating to authorship and copyrights. All Musical compositions are professionally described and protected with special marks and digital watermarking and may not be modified.
Re-edition by borrowing pieces or samples and transformation to a different audio/video format is strictly prohibited. 

Violation of the terms of the Licence, appropriation of pieces or whole musical compositions and unlawful use in order to gain financial and personal benefits will be harshly judged including a high compensation.
Broadcasting - AINU - Music and Videoclips by radio stations and TV channels is welcomed, yet with an obligatory designation of the author and videoclip or composition title.

When broadcast music may not be an element or a part of another work or broadcast as music in the background of a conversation {for example: in a radio or TV programme, reportage or ads}.
All copyrights of the "freed" Musical compositions and Videoclips belong to Przemysław Goc - AINU - world music - www.ainu.net

If you want to use - AINU - Music in ambitious works e.g. movie, reportage or documentary, ask for a Licence: ainu@ainu.net 
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